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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following is/are true?
I. Type I error is the event in which we reject the null when
it is false.
II. Type II error occurs when we accept the null when it is
false
III. Type I error occurs if we accept the alternative when it
is false.
IV. Type II error is the event where we reject the alternative
when it is true.
A. II, III &amp; IV
B. II only
C. I, II &amp; IV

D. III only
E. II &amp; IV
F. IV only
G. I, II &amp; III
H. I only
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Type I error is the event in which we reject the null when it
is true. This is the same as accepting the alternative when it
is false. Type II error is the event in which we fail to reject
the null when it is false. This is the same as rejecting the
alternative when it is true.

NEW QUESTION: 2
When would you use the SCPS optimization feature?
A. When satellite links exist between SteelHeads
B. It should be used on slow packet switched networks.
C. On very low latency WAN links
D. When a firewall is present between two SteelHeads.
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
SCPS is primarily used in the US DOD market for multi-vendor
interoperability.It primarily provides TCP Optimization with a
focus on satellite networks (high latency &amp; loss) which the
Steelhead already has several flavors built in (New Reno,
HS-TCP &amp; MX-TCP).
References: https://splash.riverbed.com/thread/2209

NEW QUESTION: 3
A. It will create an In-Place
in Office 365
B. It will create an In-Place
mailbox in Office 365
C. It will create an In-Place
mailbox on-premises
D. It will create an In-Place
on-premises
Answer: C

Archive on-premises for a mailbox
Archive on Office 365 for a
Archive on Office 365 for a
Archive on-premises for a mailbox

NEW QUESTION: 4
HOTSPOT
You are configuring the partition storage settings for a SQL
Server Analysis Services (SSAS) cube.

The partition storage must meet the following requirements:
Optimize the storage of source data and aggregations in the
cube.
Use proactive caching.
Drop cached data that is more than 30 minutes old.
Update the cache when data changes, with a silence interval of
10 seconds.
You need to select the partition storage setting.
Which setting should you select?
To answer, select the appropriate setting in the answer area.
---Answer:
Explanation:
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